
Electronic Dirt Detector
Electronic dirt detection has been perfected. The

dirt detector is available for all Diamond processing 
systems including the 2100,4100,8300,8400 
and 8800.

With years of experience manufacturing crack
detectors, blood detectors and yolk scanners, the
dirt detector has been perfected with the same user
friendly features and reliability from the company that
understands the egg industry the best.

The dirt detector, combined with the crack detector,
will reduce the labor on all egg graders to one
candling person, from 100 to
400 cph. Positioned properly,
one operator can reach across
12 rows of eggs as the final
inspector.

Owners of dirt detection
units have also found significant
savings by reducing the
quantity of good eggs being
rejected by manual candling.
Over pulling is dramatically

reduced, providing additional time for the one remaining
operator to further inspect the eggs prior to grading.

The dirt detector has sensitivity adjustments based
on the size of the dirt and the percentage of dirt on the
shells. The system will reject dirt and egg yolk on the
shells surface. The sensitivity of the unit is adjusted
based on individual market needs.
The crack detector can be located before or after the

candling operator, and is easily added to existing
Diamond systems.

Government inspectors tests have shown the
Diamond crack detector is
superior to manual candling
and the finished pack is
higher in quality.
The Diamond dirt detector is

reliable, easy to adjust for an
individual standard, saves
labor, reduce over pulling
and increase the quality of
the finished pack.
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